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Dear Colleague/Professor/Researcher,  

Business owner/Entrepreneur, 

 

 

We gladly invite you and your employees/colleagues to contribute in the 1st Applied Research 

International Conference on the 5th Wave/Tomorrow’s Age Theory (Doost 2010-17) for 

Sustainable Development, on 13-15 Oct 2021, at The University of Oxford, U.K as well as 

VITUALLY LIVE (Online) 

 

 

You are invited to SUBMIT YOUR ABSTRACT/ PAPER to any of the Conference links: 

 

 https://www.fh-mittelstand.de/forschung/the-5th-wave-theory-international-conference 

 https://arintconferences.com/aricwt-2021/ 

 https://londoninstitutesd.co.uk/free-webinarseries/ 

 We have invited the most well-known worldwide professors and experts for being as Co-

speakers  

 You may also register and join us as the ‘Listener’ 

 

Conference Themes 

 

Experts (based on the 7PS model) in the field are welcome to join us as author or listener: 

 

 1.         Environment 

 2. Politics 

 3. Economy 

 4. Technology 

 5. Society 

 6. Culture 

7. Education 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.fh-mittelstand.de/forschung/the-5th-wave-theory-international-conference
https://arintconferences.com/aricwt-2021/
https://londoninstitutesd.co.uk/free-webinarseries/
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Free Webinars to Set the Stage for a Dynamic International Research Conference: 

 

We would also kindly ask you to join us at our weekly webinar series (regarding to our 

international online conference 13-15 October 2021) as attendees, co-speaker and expert.  

 

All webinars are set at 2pm GMT as below: 

 

 Environmental 29th May  

 Political 5th June 

 Economic 12th June 

 Technical 26th June 

 Social 1st July 

 Environmental 3rd July  

 Cultural 10th July 

 Educational 17th July 

 Sustainability after 17th of July 

 The other related topics from September 2021 

 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 

The 5th wave theory is designed to:  

(1) forecast; 

(2) prevent; and  

(3) face the post-sustainability impact of today’s social challenges and tomorrow’s urbans 

shocks  

 

By using: 

(a) open innovation,  

(b) implementation,  

(c) development, and  

(d) application 

 

of these technologies to provide a blue-green sustainability and digital readiness and recovery 

strategies with the CSR approach (e.g., for the Urban 6.0, SME 5.0 in Industry 5.0, and the super-

intelligent society entitled Society 6.0). 

This construct, which includes the idea of a sustainable ubiquitous and smart society and city, is 

evaluated as a new idea of urban living in tomorrow’s business, and societies entitled URBAN 6.0 

(Prof. Dr. Hamid Doost Mohammadian, 2019). 

Interestingly, the 5th wave theory forecasted a crisis at the edge of tomorrow, and we are presently 

inside the COVID-19 crisis. In addition, this theory creates societies and business founded on high 

technologies, D3 (three 21st revolutions: digitalization, decarbonization and decentralization), 
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appropriate business strategies concerned on sustainability which can create new concept and 

situation of business which is capable of tackled with future concerns entitled ''Tomorrow's Society 

and Business'' which is a “super intelligent society” with super intelligent business environment. 

According to this theory, Digitalization, IoT and IoB play vital role in the future of business. We are 

focusing on future of business revolution through the IoB as the Cognition revolution (1st revolution), 

the Agriculture revolution (2nd revolution), the Scientific revolution (3rd revolution) the Business 

and Economic revolution (4th revolution); the first Business and Economic revolution for today’s 

society and the second Business and Economic revolution for tomorrow’s society based on IoT 

leading to the concept of the IoB. IoT coupled with AI can bring in more value to the Global GDP 

on account of the cumulative potential of two largely disruptive technologies of the decade. Here, we 

will see some of the most impactful applications that IoT has brought over to (transforming) 

businesses, i.e.: new revenue and greater access to data and data generation, maintenance, other cost, 

and downtime. 

This construct which is including the idea of sustainable ubiquitous society, city and business is 

probed as a new idea of urban living in tomorrow’s business, and societies. The idea of Society 6.0 

derived from the combination of real life, high technology, and virtual reality for which again 

digitization is a critical prerequisite (Doost, 2019; cf.). In recent decades, digitization is a remarkable 

driver of sustainable development. A smart city makes use of the combination of digitization and 

intelligence. Within the concept is included the information society, the digital society, and the 

sustainable business, and societies. According to the novel concept, implementing smartness in 

economy, mobility, environment, society, private life, and government creates super smart business, 

cities, and societies of tomorrow. Additionally, taking account of demographic change, these 

societies must meet the demands of their future citizens. Technology development has led to new 

opportunities for business improvement. IoT is a new technique used in Industry 4.0 that enable 

businesses to better manage resources and provide them with the flexibility to respond to business 

conditions. 

 

That is why London Institute of Skills Development (LISD) with its 18 international partners and 

cooperation with the University of Applied Sciences (FHM) in Germany, have been establishing an 

international research conference on 13-15 October globally entitled: ‘’ APPLIED RESEARCH 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE 5th WAVE THEORY (Doost 2010) FOR 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT’’ and Prof. Dr. Hamid Doost Mohammadian as theoretician 

of these theories and models is the Conference Chairman and Keynote Speaker. 

 

SUB THEMES  

 

Based on Prof. Doost’s 7PS model (Seven Pillars of Sustainability) in the 5th wave theory the 

conference is covering a various theme and sessions based on 7PS model as below: 

1) Blue-Green Sustainability  

1) Infrastructure 

2) Blue-Green Sustainable Energy 

3) Cross Validation 

4) Business, Marketing and Technological Innovation 
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5) Blue-Green Sustainable Mobility 

6) Water, Wastewater & Waste 

7) Blue-Green Sustainable Economy 

8) Sustainable Health, Labour and Social Welfare Security 

2) Social  

 Development for social growth 

 Health, Labour and Social Welfare Security 

 Social Responsibility  

 CSR 1.0 (Corporate Social Responsibility) 

 CSR 2.0 (Corporate Sustainability, and Responsibility) 

 Social Cohesion  

 Social capital  

3) Economy 

 Development for economic growth 

 International business  

 Small Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) 

 Hybrid SMEs 

 Blue-Green Sustainable Economy 

 Energy  

o Fossil  

o Renewable  

o Biomass 

o Thermal 

o Waste and wastewater  

4) Environmental 

 Environmental Responsibility  

 Climate changes 

 Environmental crises  

 Green House Gases (CO2, SO2, and etc) 

 Decarbonization 

5) Educational 

 Education, training, and social inclusion 

 Academic education 

 Vocational training 

 Applied sciences 

 E-Learning 

6) Technical/Technological 

 Digitalization 

 ICT & digital and technological innovation 

 Quality Assurance 

 IoT in different sectors e.g. IoB, IoE, IoM, IoH and etc 

7) Cultural 
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 Digital culture  

 Cultural differences  

 Cultural sustainability 

 Cultural adaptation 

 Cultural capital 

 Clash of civilization  

8) Political 

i. Warfare  

a. Wars 

b. Hybrid warfare 

c. Hard war 

d. Soft war 

e. Media Warfare  

i. Disinformation 

ii. Misinformation 

iii. Malinformation 

f. Cognitive warfare 

ii. Revolutions 

 Hard revolution 

 Soft/color/velvet revolution  

iii. Social cultural capital  

iv. Law and regulation  

v. Sustainability as excusing for trust and democracy  

vi. Cultural democracy  

vii. Clash of civilization  

9) Innovation 

a) Technological 

b) Marketing 

c) Business  

10) D3 revolutions:  

o Digitalization,  

o Decarbonization  

o and Decentralization  

11) Restrictions:  

 Today’s challenges  

 Tomorrow’s shocks / crises 

 Forecasting the tomorrow’s crises  

 Innovation under restrictions 
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PUBLICATION OPPORTUNITY: 

 

MDPI, Switzerland is one of the key publication partners of ARICWT 2021. You would 

have an opportunity to publish your paper in one of the following journals: 

 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/Tomorrow_Shocks 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/asi/special_issues/hybrid_smes 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/JOItmC/special_issues/Innovation_under_Restrictions 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics/special_issues/Internet_of_Energy 
http://www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/specialissue/specialissueinfo?journalid=381&specialis

sueid=381005 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/IoT/special_issues/IoB 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/smartcities/special_issues/contagion_tomorrow_cities 
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/urbansci/special_issues/urban_solution_challenges_crises 
https://think.taylorandfrancis.com/special_issues/journal-sustainable-finance-investment-

women-entrepreneurship-sustainable-development-mena-region/ 
Manchester Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Applied Sciences 
Manchester Journal of Social Sciences 
 

ABSTRACT OF THE 5TH WAVE THEORY 

 

In 2010, Prof. Dr. Hamid Doost Mohammadian wrote about sustainability, businesses, energy, 

economy, waste, industries, today’s challenges and tomorrow’s crises with a focus on Human Being, 

and for the first time has been introducing his 5th wave/tomorrow’s age theory, based on this theory 

he has mentioned about three factors: knowledge, technology and business (KTB-model) and since 

100 years ago the first business and economic revolution is happened and developed and after 2020 

we are entering to the second business and economic revolution but he has mentioned we are not 

prepared for tomorrow’s crises! we have to prepare ourselves to forecast, prevention and face 

tomorrow’s crises/shock, we are passing today and need infrastructure of edge of tomorrow!  

The 5th wave/tomorrow age theory is about proceeding and combination of future of I4.0 (I5.0) as a 

symbol for west, Society 5.0 (Society 6.0) as a symbol for non-west with a focus on cultural 

sustainability in 7PS (seven pillars of sustainability) model and edge of tomorrow.  

The 5th wave/tomorrow age theory has been invented, introduced and developed by Prof. Dr. Hamid 

Doost Mohammadian for the first time in 2010 and had been evaluated, improved and published 

between 2017-2019.  

Based on this theory, 7PS (Economy, Politics, Environment, Culture, Education, Technique and 

Politics), has a very important vital role to reach environmental social responsibility, social cohesion, 

CSR 1.0 & 2.0 strategies, and at the end economic efficiency through the sustainability, innovation, 

digitalization, smartness, high technologies could improve quality of livability and life to reach 

sustainable development (according to the 7PS model).  

Generally, the 5th wave or tomorrow age theory is a tool to achieve one or all of the seven pillars of 

sustainability, that is a path to deal with today’s challenges and tomorrow’s crises as well as maintain 

https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/Tomorrow_Shocks
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/asi/special_issues/hybrid_smes
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/JOItmC/special_issues/Innovation_under_Restrictions
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics/special_issues/Internet_of_Energy
http://www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/specialissue/specialissueinfo?journalid=381&specialissueid=381005
http://www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/specialissue/specialissueinfo?journalid=381&specialissueid=381005
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/IoT/special_issues/IoB
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/smartcities/special_issues/contagion_tomorrow_cities
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/urbansci/special_issues/urban_solution_challenges_crises
https://think.taylorandfrancis.com/special_issues/journal-sustainable-finance-investment-women-entrepreneurship-sustainable-development-mena-region/
https://think.taylorandfrancis.com/special_issues/journal-sustainable-finance-investment-women-entrepreneurship-sustainable-development-mena-region/
https://mjaias-journal.aiplustech.org/
https://mjss-journal.aiplustech.org/
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the world for future (make the world a better place for living). This theory can be as a readiness for 

sustainability through the related theories, concepts, and models with a focus on combination of 

theoretical and practical aspects based on being prepared for entering to the future and get ready for 

the tomorrow’s society and innovative ecosystems in the world beyond global tomorrow’s crises 

such as contagion of Covid19 to make the word as a better place for living. Therefore, this theory is 

a way to create modern businesses for tomorrow’s societies which could deal with future concerns 

through HR competencies, implementing, developing, and applying future of high 4.0 technologies 

(5.0 technologies) like IoT and IoT in other activities as: IoB (Internet of Business), IoE (Internet of 

Energy), IoH (Internet of Health), IoM (internet of Manufacturing) and etc. 

The concept considers the 5th wave/tomorrow age theory (Doost, H. 2010-17), which is about 

readiness to change into the new age we are just entering.  

The theory also aims to cover the impact of future of 4.0 technologies on tomorrow’s activities (in 

private and governmental level), including the large-scale deployment of IoT, the employment of big 

data and machine learning for tomorrow’s societies, cities and communities forecasting, the use of 

cloud platforms for the control of smart cities, and the new cyber-risks for this sector. Cities’ 

economies have changed from an urban economy to a data and urban economy, leading to the concept 

of “Tomorrow’s Cities in Society 6.0”. 

Within this project, the applicant aims to implement readiness strategies and design a future scenario 

to apply these theories and evaluate the results to design empirical investigation from my theoretical 

approaches (cf. on 5th wave theory). This theory is designed to: (1) forecast; (2) prevent; and (3) face 

the post-sustainability impact of today’s social challenges and tomorrow’s urbans shocks using (a) 

open innovation, (b) implementation, (c) development, and (d) application of these technologies to 

provide a blue-green sustainability and digital readiness and recovery strategies with the CSR 1.0 

and CSR 2.0 approaches (e.g., for the Urban 6.0, SME 5.0 in Industry 5.0, and the super-intelligent 

society entitled Society 6.0). 

In getting the world back on its feet, with environmental responsibility, social cohesion, and 

economic efficiency for investments, cohesion is crucial to ensure a balanced recovery from the 

coronavirus pandemic and make sure that no one is left behind. With the REACT-EU initiative, we 

want to extend the crisis response and repair measures to the most affected sectors and regions. 

Specifically, this initiative will help us to: (1) reinforce the health care system; (2) support affected 

citizens by creating jobs for them; (3) enhance basic services for citizens; and (4) make the world 

economies more resilient and sustainable. 

’’The 5th Wave/Tomorrow Age Theory’’ having passed the first four different waves/ages, 

businesses developed the ability to influence and improve technologies, economy, IT, IoT, etc. 

However, in the seventies, IT and IoT had already begun to influence, change, and improve 

education, training, business, as well as our lives. This was the beginning of the 3rd wave. By 2006, 

IoT became a major tool for virtual learning systems and, subsequently, introduced a new wave of 

technological educational sustainability named the 4th wave. This theory is about the future of I4.0 

and Society 5.0 (I5.0 and Society 6.0) and the edge of tomorrow. 

The 5th wave theory forecasted a crisis at the edge of tomorrow, which has led to the creation of 

communities, societies, cities, and businesses founded on high technologies, IoT, and on appropriate 

business strategies concerned with sustainability which can create new concepts and new businesses, 

societies, and cities which are capable of tackling future concerns. These are commonly known as 
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“Tomorrow’s Society and Business” and “Super-Intelligent Society”, and they function in a 

super-intelligent business environment. 

Another theoretical basis is the “i-Sustainability Plus theory”, which is made up of the trinity 1-) 

open innovation, 2-) sustainability, and 3-) future of 4.0 smart high technologies, e.g., digitization 

and ubiquitous and super-intelligent society (Society 6.0/Urban 6.0). 

The 5th wave theory concentrates on the readiness to change into the new age that we are just entering. 

Within this project, the applicant aims to implement readiness strategies and design a future scenario 

to apply these theories and evaluate the results to design empirical investigation from my theoretical 

approaches (cf. on 5th wave theory).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Claudia Stewart 

Chief Conference Coordinator  

Applied Research International Conferences (ARICON) UK 

claudia@arintconferences.com 

 

www.arintconferences.com 

www.londoninstitutesd.co.uk 
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